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Prelude 

I've been fascinated by history since I was a teenager, particularly the two 

American airborne divisions that took part in the Allied Operations in 

Normandy on June 6, 1944. I was interested in the history of the 101st 

Airborne Division « Screaming Eagles » at an early age. 

Meeting Dan Mc Bride and Guy Whidden in 2014 sealed my passion for this 

division, and in particular for the 502nd Parachute Infantry Regiment. 

In 2018, we acquired a house in HOUESVILLE at a place called « La PIERRE ». A 

Village ideally located between Carentan and Sainte-Mère-Eglise. After major 

renovation work, we opened a lodging on this site the  

« Kyle Lodge Normandy HQ » whose interior design recalls the airborne 

operation in our sector. 

 

Shortly after buying our house, I met several people from the village, 

including Hubert HENOT, whose two grandfathers had lived during the D-Day 

landings. 

Hubert told me that his grandfathers, from the very first night, had been in 

direct contact with American paratroopers who had mistakenly landed in this 

area. He added that his forefathers had buried American soldiers who died in 

combat on the outskirts of the village during this period. 

 

A surprising revelation for me, as there is no mention in any  books of 

sticks dropping on HOUESVILLE... 

Other elders had told me that the stone next to my house had been placed 

there because American soldiers had been killed there. 

In the end, I would learn later that the stone had been placed on the 

initiative of Raymond Brotin, the commune's former mayor, to mark the spot 

known as « La Pierre » but the elders confirmed that soldiers had indeed 

been killed nearby. 

 

Who were they? Where were they buried? What were the circumstances of their 

death? It remained a mystery, and I wanted to identify them to pay them the 

tribute they deserved, and finally bring them out of oblivion… 
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An investigation into history 

For our purposes here, it all began some ten years ago with the discovery of 

a photo in a book by Mark BANDO on the history of the 101st US Airborne 

Division, during the Allied operations in Normandy on June 6, 1944. 

The caption attached to this photograph stated : 502nd graves, at D+4 and 

stated that the photograph had been taken by an American soldier, Red 

LARSEN, in HOUESVILLE on June 10, 1944. Four 502nd soldiers, including Red 

LARSEN, take a stand in front of freshly dug 502nd PIR troopers graves 

without any further details. 

Only the soldiers present are identified. From left to right, Thorwald 

 « Red »   LARSEN, Bill GIBBONS, Joe BASS and Dick BEAVER. LARSEN, BASS and 

BEAVER had jumped onto DZ "D" with the Pathfinders… 
 

(Sources book of Mark Bando) 

 

No indication was given in relation to the identity of the soldiers buried, 

or the location of the graves. However, there was no dispute as to whether 

these fallen soldiers belonged to the 502nd, given the small white hearts 

clearly visible on their helmets. 

 

 

As everyone knows, during the preparations for the opening of a second front 

to the west and the decision by the Allied command to land in Normandy, 

after many changes, it was decided that the 82nd Airborne would jump over 

the Sainte-Mère-Eglise – Chef du Pont – Picauville areas to take 3 bridges 
and that the 101st Airborne's primary objectives would be to hold the 4 

beach exits (502nd PIR & 506nd PIR) and the « La Barquette » lock (501nd 

PIR). 

The weather and German air defences were to decide otherwise and, as we 

know, caused the para sticks to disperse well outside their planned jump 

zones. 
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But when I did my research, there was little information on the history of the 

village's liberation, other than that it had been liberated on                 

June 8, 1944 by the 101st Airborne.  

Was Houesville spared from the fighting, as it was located on the edge of 

the zone of operations, or simply forgotten by the history books ? 

 

 

With the help of Philippe NEKRASSOFF (historian and author), we began to 

search through his extensive personal documentation and initially realized 

that at least three sticks had possibly landed in HOUESVILLE, including the 

Pathfinders (stick 20) in charge of marking out the glider landing zone (LZ 

W) at a place called « Les FORGES » (BLOSVILLE). Another post-war map showed 

3 sticks belonging to the 501st or 506th. 

The presence of paratroops was not in doubt, since according to Hubert's 

information, both his grandfathers had specified that : the evening of june 

5, 1944 : 

« night had fallen and they'd come face to face with a group of a dozen US 

Paratroopers gathered in their garden. For the record, one of them was 

eating onions he'd picked himself… » 

They asked for the direction of Hiesville which they confused with Liesville 

Sur Douve. It would appear that the elements of Stick 20 were trying to 

reach their mission area. In their memories, the paratroopers left shortly 

afterwards, heading north along the RN13 towards La Croix Pan crossroads. 

(Blosville / Carentan / Hiesville / Houesville). 

Houesville 
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This confirmed our cross-checks examinations on the presence of paratroopers 

in the commune, including Pathfinders, in the early hours of Operation 

Albany. Philippe's information proved that other sticks had fallen on top 

and around the village during the 101st Airborne's mass airdrop. This 

information was corroborated by the testimony of Staff Sgt OYLER (502nd) who 
belonged to the stick of 502nd Surgeon doctor George Lage, who told having 

landed at the church of Houesville. His stick was scattered over several 

kilometers, as 502nd Surgeon Doc Lage remembered landing near Le Holdy 

(Sainte Marie Du Mont). 

A conversation with Vincent LECUYER whose family also comes from HOUESVILLE, 

confirmed that, according to his family, soldiers had been killed and buried 

next to « la PIERRE ». 

The picture was the one we were interested in. 

 

At the presumed date of the photo (June 10, 1944), the US Grave Registration 

Service (GRS), responsible for identifying the dead and burying them in 

temporary cemeteries, was already active. There was little logic in American 

soldiers killed in action being buried by a roadside other than by 

civilians. In fact, their services « collected » them in order to identify 

them formally and give them a decent burial, even provisionally. 

 

On June 8, 1944, the village of HOUESVILLE was completely liberated by 

elements of the 101st AIRBORNE / 502nd PIR and more particularly by 

parachutists from the 3rd Battalion. 

All that remained was a process of elimination to identify these men. To do 

this, we had to search the registers of provisional cemeteries opened during 

this period. 

In fact, the U.S. Army's GRS service in charge of burying soldiers killed in 

action recorded in these registers many elements that made it possible to 

identify the body, the nature of its wounds, the place where the soldier had 

fallen, as well as the personal effects he held and what was returned to the 

family. 

By enlarging the photo, we assumed that there were at least 5 graves visible 

and not four graves as we had originally thought. 

Philippe has therefore proceeded by elimination, cemetery by cemetery, which 

was not easy, given the number of soldiers killed in action in the first 

days of D-Day. The most likely lead, given that soldiers were often buried 

side by side in the order of collection, was that we would find at least 5 

soldiers belonging to the 502nd killed on the same day, at the same place… 
 

The surprise came from the provisional cemetery of BLOSVILLE (Carquebut) « 
Clos de la Quarantaine » in which was recorded at Square D - Graves 103 to 
108, several soldiers who could match to the ones we were looking for. 

 

Indeed, six graves belonged to soldiers of the 502nd. Soldiers listed as 

killed during this period, four of whom mentioned they had been 

« picked up » at a place called « Les SIMONS ». The topographical 

coordinates placed them at a few distances from the place called « La PIERRE 
». 
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These four soldiers were PFC Delbert L. TROUTMAN (103), CPL Wilbur E. 
CAMPBELL (104), PFC Ray E. SANDERS (105) and PVT Adrian J. PELLETIER (106). 

Assuming that there were at least 5 graves visible in the photo, we only had 

four bodies listed. « Aux SIMONS ». 

Would the 5th be the S/SGT Davis H. VAUGHAN (107)? 
And was SGT Norwood A. CUMMING (108) part of this group?  

The lead of 6 graves seemed plausible and should be explored… 

In the course of my research, I was surprised to learn the following on a 

forum dedicated to veterans' families seeking information about their 

forebears : 

 

« On the evening of June 8, 1944, Sgt Norwood Cumming of H/502 led a patrol 

between Houesville and St Côme du Mont, France. 

This patrol went in search of another, led by Lt Ralph Gehauf from 3/502 S-

2. 

When the first patrol didn't return, Cumming's patrol went out to look for 

them, but was ambushed. 

I believe that Cumming, Troutman and another H Co. man, whose name I don't 

remember, were ambushed and killed while searching for Gehauf's group. 

After the research group was shot down, Gehauf's patrol returned unharmed. 

Then a reply : « Thank you Mark for the additional information, 4 years ago 

when you explained the fate of the patrol. During my research on the 

parachutist whose grave I refer to the American cemetery of COLLEVILLE. The 

paratrooper is Adrian J. PELLETIER from H Company, you told me he fell with 

the patrol. I'm still looking for that photo! » 

This clarification led us to reconsider our original idea, and as Philippe 

had suggested, even if there were only 5 graves in the photo, there could be 

more. What became certain was that the patrol consisted of at least the SGT 

Norwood A. CUMMING, the PFC Delbert L. TROUTMAN and the PVT Adrian J. 

PELLETIER. 

 

Information confirmed on another website : https://www.database- 
memoire.eu/prive/fr/normandy-tous-soldats/51-colleville-p-fr/3984-pelletier- 
adrian-j-502-pir-101-ad 

 

So the lead on the 6 tombs (103 to 108) confirmed our initial research, even 

if there were anomalies in the presumed dates of death of two of them 

(VAUGHAN & CUMMING). 

It is more than likely that they were killed on June 8, 1944, rather than on 

7. Indeed, it would have been difficult to take over the patrol for CUMMING on 

the evening of the 8th, when he was declared dead on the 7th… 

https://www.database-memoire.eu/prive/fr/normandy-tous-soldats/51-colleville-p-fr/3984-pelletier-adrian-j-502-pir-101-ad
https://www.database-memoire.eu/prive/fr/normandy-tous-soldats/51-colleville-p-fr/3984-pelletier-adrian-j-502-pir-101-ad
https://www.database-memoire.eu/prive/fr/normandy-tous-soldats/51-colleville-p-fr/3984-pelletier-adrian-j-502-pir-101-ad
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Staff Sergeant 

Davis Hershel Vaughan 
Sergeant 

Norwood A. CUMMING 

Born March 13, 1919 

In Cleburne, Alabama 

Born Sept. 23, 1918 

In Philadelphia,Pennsylvania 

ID 6399370 ID 33135896 

 

At this stage of our research, we could presume that they might be the following 

soldiers : 

 

PFC Delbert L. TROUTMAN #37523520 
KIA Jun 08 44, Houesville - Les Simons 
101AB/502nd/H Co 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 103 
Transfer of the body to Goodrich Cemetery – Goodrich - Kansas, USA 

 

CPL Wilbur E. CAMPBELL #34123319 
KIA Jun 08 44, Houesville - Les Simons 
101AB/502nd/HQ C/O 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 104 
Transfer of the body to Beulah Baptist Church Cemetery, Georgia, USA 

 

PFC Ray E. SANDERS #39407343 
KIA Jun 08 44, Houesville - Les Simons 
101AB/502nd/H Co 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 105 
Transfer of the body to Normandy American Cemetery, FR (Plot C Row 25 Grave 8) 

 

PVT Adrian J. PELLETIER #31082698 
KIA Jun 08 44, Houesville - Les Simons 
101AB/502nd/H Co 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 106 
Transfer of the body to Normandy American Cemetery, FR (Plot D, Row 25, 
Grave 35) 

 

S/SGT Davis H. VAUGHAN #6399370 
KIA Jun 07 44 - Houesville 
101AB/502nd/H Co 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 107 
Transfer of the body to Heflin Cemetery, Heflin, Alabama, USA 

 

SGT Norwood A. CUMMING #33135896 
KIA Jun 07 44 - Houesville 
101AB/502nd/H Co 
Provisional Cemetery of Blosville D 6 108 
Transfer of the body to Normandy American Cemetery, FR (Plot D, Row 18, 
Grave 11) 
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Despite extensive internet research, all we were missing was the date of 

birth and the photo of Sergeant Norwood A. CUMMING. These documents have 
been kindly provided by Mr. Eric BELLOC from the Airborne MUSEUM in Sainte-

Mère-Eglise. 

 

Norwood is still in Colleville Sur Mer American Cemetery, Cumming has been 

repatriated to the United States Unis. 

 

 

TURN OF EVENTS 
Everything seemed simple: one photo, six presumed graves, six soldiers who 

could be identified. It all seemed possible until another photo was sent to 

us by Mr. van den BRINK (see photo below). 

 

This new (undated) photograph features 4 soldiers gathering at the graves. 

And there are only four graves present! 

 

So we had to go back and, dare I say it, dig deeper into the story. 
 

(Source Denis van den Brink) 
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Philippe Nekrassoff has succeeded in obtaining the « Morning Report » of the 

H/502 and no more possible doubts. VAUGHAN & CUMMING were reported killed in 

action on June 7, 1944… 
So it's impossible for them to be buried there. 
However, the Morning Report of June 9, 1944, lists the following as killed 

in action on June 8, 1944 : PFC Delbert L. TROUTMAN #37523520, CPL Wilbur E. 
CAMPBELL #34123319, PFC Ray E. SANDERS #39407343 and PVT Adrian J. PELLETIER 
#31082698. 

 

Private First class 
Delbert Lee TROUTMAN 

Born Nov. 14,1923 

 Osawatomie, Kansas 

ID 37523520 

Caporal 
Wilbur Elvin CAMPBELL 

Born Jan. 17, 1908  

Yorkville, Georgia 

ID 34123319 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Private First class 

Ray E. SANDERS 
Born Oct. 26, 1923 

Kern, California 

ID 39407343 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Private 

Adrian J. PELLETIER 
Born Feb. 23, 1920 

Essex, Massachusetts 
ID 31082698 
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PRECIOUS INFORMATION 

To confirm these new information, I called on local memories that are still 

very much alive almost 80 years later. Mrs Jacqueline MARIE (1931), former 

Headmistress of the Houesville school and in particular to Mrs Denise FORTIN 

born MICHEL (1930). 

Mrs MARIE had told me that as a child (13 years old), she would go to flower 

and pay her respects on these graves with Mrs FORTIN. For her, there were 

four in her memory. 

 

Mrs FORTIN (93 years old) almost always lived in Houesville and spent a 

large part of his life in the village of « La Pierre ». Despite the years, 

her memories remain intact, and she gave me a small notebook in which she 

had transcribed her recollections on more than fifty pages. 

In 2004, at the time of the 60th anniversary of the D-Day landings, she 

decided to write down all her memories in this notebook. This document was a 

gold mine, with so many details. Denise was 14 at the time of D-Day and 

lived with her parents in the hamlet « La Pierre » (3 houses at this time). 

It would be impossible to transcribe all of it here, so I'm going to 

concentrate on the essentials and the part that interests us. 

- Four American soldiers of the 502nd PIR were buried at « La Pierre » 

by the inhabitants of Houesville on the morning of June 8, 1944. 

- These soldiers were killed in the fighting to liberate Houesville, 

which took place at « La Pierre » on June 8, 1944 between 2:00 a.m. 

and dawn (and I quote). 

- The fighting was very violent and localized at the hamlet site « La 

Pierre ». German troops at the « ferme Mouchel » and the Americans in 

front of her house on the northwest side of the road on June 08, 1944. 

- 3 of these soldiers (H/502nd) were killed on the road near my house 

towards the monolith and another at the Presbytery in the village, 

most probably Campbell (HQ/502nd). The body was brought back by 

American soldiers to be buried together. 

- The graves were dug by local residents on the orders of American 

paratroopers. As an anecdote, one of the civilians present asked to 

take a break for lunch, which irritated a soldier who made him 

understand that he would not be allowed to eat until his comrades had 

been buried. 

- The crosses were made by M. Jérôme LEVAVASEUR and bore the names of 

soldiers killed in action. 

- The graves, which had been tended and decorated with flowers, were not 

removed until the spring of 1945, according to the witness. 

- The location of the tombs is in conformity with our research and 

positioned as shown on the plan. 

- 40 German soldiers were stationed at Château of Houesville. 

 

 

The bodies of Ray E. SANDERS and Adrian J. PELLETIER are still in the 

Colleville-Sur-Mer American Cemetery, while the others have been repatriated 

to the United States. 
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La Pierre 
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Les Simons 
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Les Simons 
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«Coordinate Point 

369902 » 

 

Monolithe 

« La Pierre » 

Graves localisations 



12 Capt Cecil L. SIMMONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lodging Kyle 

Lodge 

Normandy HQ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

HOUESVILLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shooting axis for 

photographss 

 

 
MORE INFORMATIONS 
Drop Zone A is the first D-DAY meet-up for the 502nd. 

Unfortunately, conditions decided otherwise, and the 

airdrops were scattered. 

On June 7, 1944, the 3rd Battalion took up position on 

the western edge of Houesville, probably south of 

Blosville, at « La Croix Pan » (Houesville) facing the 

enemy lines. This location is a lock that blocks the 

RN13 and the Hiesville road, access to Blosville and 

the Forges crossroads. 

 

On June 8, 1944, Company H, commanded by Captain 

Cecil L. SIMMONS (photo opposite) reject 
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A German attack (fallschirmjager – FJR6) west of the village. 

On the evening of that day, a patrol commanded by the S2 Battalion (1st 

Lieutenant Ralph B. GEHAUF) was sent to make contact with the battalion's 

HQ, which was supposed to be at the « château de Blosville », which was in 

fact the château de FRANQUETOT (Carquebut – Eturville)… 
 

Morning Report 

502nd – H co 
(June 7 to 9, 1944) 

 

It can be seen that: 
 

Vaughan and Cumming were 

declared killed in action (KIA) on 

June 7, 1944. 

 

 

Delbert L. Troutman, Ray E. 
Sanders and Adrian J. Pelletier were 

declared killed in action (KIA) on 

June 8, 1944. 

 

 

This confirms our information that 

Sergeant Cumming could not have been 

at the head of the patrol that went 

in search of Lt GEHAUF on 

June 8, 44, as some on the Internet 

have suggested. We can also exclude 

Staff Sergeant Vaughan for the same 

reasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 1/3 
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Page 2/3 Page 3/3 

 

On Page 3/3, the following is indicated : 

« Event recording » 

Moving from St Germain de Vareville to Houesville on June 7, 44. Action 

against enemy paratroops in Houesville, heavy losses. Setting up a defensive 

position north-east of Houesville on June 9, 44. 

1 officer wounded (LIA) 
6 soldiers killed in action (KIA) 

6 soldiers lightly wounded (LWA) 

4 soldiers wounded (LIA) 
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502nd – HQ co 3rd Battalion 
(June 7 to 9, 1944) 

 

Page 1/2 Page 2/2 
 

1 / Wilbur E. Campbell is declared killed in action (KIA) on June, 8 1944. 
2 / Defensive position at Houesville. 

 
Campbell would therefore be our 4th man, the one who was killed in front of 
the Houesville presbytery and brought back to be buried on June 8, 1944 with 
the 3 paratroopers of the H Co (source Denise Fortin). 
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Notebook of Denise FORTIN 
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Denise recalls that 

another group of 

paratroopers   

showed up 

and that her father 

believed them that  

they were Allies   

because he didn’t 
know that uniform : 

round helmet with a 

camouflaged jacket. 

It was the color of 

the pants 

that had alerted   

Denise… 
They were in presence   

of elements of FJR 6. 

This information 

confirms the 

presence of German 

paratroopers on 

the evening of June 

7, 1944 in the 

commune of 

Houesville. 
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June 8, 44, the 

battle to liberate 

Houesville begins 

shortly after 2 

a.m. 
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End of fighting in 

the morning of 

June 8, 1944. 

 

 

 

 

 

The fighting are 

located in the 

hamlet of La Pierre 

and have been 

violent. 

 

3 American 

soldier’s bodies on 
the road (La 

Pierre) 

 

 

Denise FORTIN later 

told me that she 

had seen a whole 

truck loaded with 

the corpses of 

German soldiers 

drive off. 
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This soldier is   

probably thee Pvt 

Daniel Mentzer or 

the Cpl James 

Eisenberger (LIA). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beginning of 

testimony about the 

graves. 
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Testimony : 

On the edge of the 

countryside (hamlet)   

of La Pierre, the 

Houesvillais   

begins burying 

the 3 soldiers killed   

and a fourth is 

brought by his 

comrades. Jérôme 

LEVAVASSEUR made 

4 cross with 

their names on 

them, and these 

grave, flowered 

by the village 

remain there   

several months and 

will be raised 

the following 

spring (1945). 
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A few details about the Private Pelletier 

 Information gathered on the Private PELLETIER did however 

raise questions… The photo shows him wearing the uniform 
of a mechanized unit, with corporal's stripes. Doubts have 

arisen as to the attribution of this photo to the Private 

Adrian J. PELLEIER. 

Is a mistake possible ? 

Further research on this subject revealed that Adrian J. 

PELLETIER first enlisted on August 22, 1942 at Fort DEVENS, 

Massachusetts, where he was assigned to an armored 

division unit based at Fort KNOX, Kentucky. He obtained the 

rank of non-commissioned officer. But he decided to join 

the parachutists, and agreed to sacrifice his non-

commissioned officer rank in order to take the training 

and be commissioned as a parachutist in December 1943. 

Integrated into the 502nd P.I.R. of the 101st Airborne Division, he and his 

brothers-in-arms followed the final preparations for their mission in 

England « La Normandie ». 

 

Adrian was born in Canada, but grew up and was educated in the United 

States. He had 5 brothers, all of whom served in the U.S. Army during WWII. 

After graduating, he worked for the A.C. Lawrence Leather Co. Of the 6 

Pelletier brothers, Adrian was the only one not to return home. 
(Sources: memory & database) 

 

To honor his memory, the city of SALEM will name an intersection after him, 

following a decision by the city council on October 25, 2012. Adrian 

PELLETIER had lived at 26 Charter Street… 
(Sources: City Of SALEM (USA). 

 

Crossroad Charter Street / Hawthorne Boulevard (City Of Salem – USA) 
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Anecdote concernant le Caporal Wilbur Campbell 

 Corporal Wilbur Elvin 

Campbell (mat 34123319) 

belongs to the HQ compagny 

of the 3rd Battalion of the 

502nd. 

According to the Morning 

Report, Campbell was 

demoted to 1st class on 

June 3, 44, following 

disciplinary action. 

 

It would appear that this is not recorded 

on his personal file, as he is listed by 

the GRS as a corporal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Now we've come full circle. 

I don't claim to hold the truth, but this research has been carried out by 

cross-checking as much information as possible in an objective manner. 

At this level, the story resembles a police investigation made up of doubts, 

presumptions and evidence that are sometimes difficult to find today. 

 

The living testimonies and the transmission of the history lived by the old 

people of Houesville have been primordial, especially the testimonies of the 

grandfathers of Hubert, Jacqueline Marie and Denise Fortin. 
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As I write these last lines, I have a special thought for the people of 

Houesville, who had the courage to take care of these soldiers by giving 

them even a temporary burial.. 

Let's never forget that the success of Operation Overlord was not sealed in 

the early days of D-Day, and that they would certainly have paid with their 

lives for helping American soldiers in their own way. 

 

Thanks to them for their sometimes anonymous commitment. 

I hope that this research will be of use to a greater number of people, and 

in particular to the families of these six soldiers who fell defending our 

freedom on a June evening in Normandy, far from their homeland. 

 

 

 

« People only really disappear when their names 
are forgotten » 

 
Thank you For Your Service and Rest In Peace 

 
Houesville 2023 

Yvan, Max Le PAGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to thank all the people who helped me with my research for 

their help and support, and in particular, M. Hubert Enot, M. Philippe 
Nekrassoff, Historian, M. Vincent Lecuyer, M. Eric Belloc of the Airborne 
Museum, Mrs. Denise Fortin, living memory of 94 years old, Mrs. Jacqueline 
Marie, living memory of 93 years old, M. Michel Jean, Deputy Mayor of 

Houesville, M. Sébastien Laisné, 1st Deputy Mayor of Carentan Les Marais, 

M. Denis van den Brink, Historian at city of Carentan Les Marais. 
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In Memorium 
 

 

Dan Mc Bride Guy Whidden 

502nd F-Co 502nd HQ-Co 

 

H company – 502nd – 101 AB 

 


